About our RAP artwork
Artist: Shara Delaney
My name is Shara Delaney. I’m a descendant of
the Noonuccal, Ngugi and Goenpul clan groups
of Quandamooka that is located on the east coast
of Brisbane. I grew up in the Redlands and always
maintained my connection to country. I find the
importance of belonging and having a relationship
with the land and sea. Having a sense of community
has always been important to me. Being able to
engage with community through art as a cultural
practice brings me joy.
In this design features a main circle representing the
Mercy Community. It is connected to country through
the services they provide. The ‘U’ shapes within the circle symbolise people coming
together, supporting one another. The goal to help others. Behind the main circle
we have colours of the land and sea. It is a reminder and to acknowledge Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples strong connection to country. It also emphasizes
Mercy’s focus on the services throughout the communities, whether that be in urban
or regional areas. The orange path in the centre is showing the journey of our people
moving forward together. The six symbols at the bottom represent Mercy’s Brand
Values: Mercy, Acceptance, Excellence, Dignity, Empowerment and Integrity. Each
style is unique and I specifically created three arches that link in with the brand values
which are ‘Me, My World and The World.’

Infant Coconut
Artist: Harry Pitt
My name is Harry Pitt and I am employed with Mercy
Community as the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Cultural Lead. My lineage is from the Torres
Strait Islands, my mother is from Erub and my father
is from Mer and my totems are the Beizam (Shark)
and Nam (turtle). I have built my knowledge and
experience from a variety of roles and employment
opportunities across remote, rural and urban
settings. I continue to learn
my culture, and share with others across this diverse
nation we call Australia.
My artwork ‘the infant coconut’ shares my affiliation
to my kinship, my family and ancestors. Growing
up in my community, our foods, art and life was
influenced by this tree of life. The coconut tree experiences many phases of growth,
its root, trunk and leaves all share a story, forever growing and giving back, mirroring
a life cycle it has defined its place and purpose in community and as a super food.
The infant coconut as a cultural metaphor shares the new life with all the knowledge
of the community. It is born from the tree, unique to itself.
This sapling has the genetic links, in physical and spiritual life taking with them the
history and knowledge from the host. The plant is much more,
in cultural essence – it can provide you with a living overview of a family,
a community and time itself.

